
Prepare skin
Prepare the patient’s skin according to hospital protocol.

Determine which nostril you would like to place the 
nasogastric tube in. Hold the F&P WigglewiNG over the 
patient’s cheek on the same side as this nostril. 

Face the white tabs (marked 2 ) towards you and the 
hook pads away from you. Place the straighter edge 
towards the patient’s nose.
RIP off the entire upper third of the F&P WigglewiNG 
(distal to the patient’s chin) by holding the middle section 
and ripping off the upper section. This will leave you with 
the lower 2/3 of the F&P WigglewiNG.  
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RIP INTO TWO

STICK TO FACE

2For the correct F&P WigglewiNG positioning, refer to the 
placement of the F&P Wigglepads™ 2 in the F&P Optiflow™ Junior 2  
and F&P Optiflow Junior 2+ nasal cannula user instructions.
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PRODUCT OJR410 OJR412 OJR414 OJR416 OJR418 OJR520
NASAL CANNULA SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

F&P WigglewiNG™

WJR210 WJR212 WJR214

FITTING GUIDE

The following is a suggested procedure for applying the F&P WigglewiNG:

Blue tab
Peel off the blue tab (marked 1 ). 
STICK the F&P WigglewiNG to the patient’s cheek.

White tabs
Peel off the white tabs (marked 2  and  WigglewiNG). 
Insert the NG tube according to hospital protocol.
Place the NG tube along the perforations. 



FITTING GUIDE
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F&P WIGGLEWING REMOVAL

IMPORTANT: Always refer to the user instructions supplied with the product  
for full setup instructions, warnings, contraindications and explanations.

Place fingertip
Place fingertip on the outside edge of the F&P WigglewiNG 
and gently peel nasal cannula away.  
Starting from the outside, peel towards the nose.

Lift the edge
Lift the edge of the F&P WigglewiNG. Use a damp cloth  
to wipe the patient’s skin and the underside of the  
F&P WigglewiNG while gently peeling away from the 
patient’s face.

Detach
Holding the NG tube securely between the patient’s nose 
and the F&P WigglewiNG, detach the NG tube from the 
F&P WigglewiNG by tearing along the perforations.

Fold
Fold the F&P WigglewiNG over to secure the NG tube.

Apply the section removed in Step 2 as you would a 
Wigglepad on the opposite cheek. 
Remove the existing Wigglepad from the nasal cannula.

Secure cannula
Secure the cannula in place so the cannula bridge rests 
close to the nose without touching the septum.  
Do not stretch the cannula during application.

FOLD TO SECURE NG TUBE
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